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Auditory verbal hallucinations (AVHs), the per-
ception of voices in the absence of auditory stim-
uli, are common and distressing symptoms
reported by 50%–80% of patients with schizo-
phrenia. However, the results in a number of
imaging and electrophysiological studies on the
origins of AVH are not consistent, and the
underlying pathophysiology remains unclear. The
authors enrolled a group of schizophrenia
patients and normal-control subjects, age 18–45
years. Two patient groups participated in the
study; 1) a group of 8 patients with drug-resis-
tant spontaneous AVHs; and 2) a group of 7
patients whose AVHs were successfully con-
trolled with neuroleptic medication; along with
16 normal-control subjects. The entire sample
had EEG recording done, with the AVH group
told to press a button when they experienced a
hallucination, and the other two groups ran-
domly told when to press the button. In the
AVH group, hallucinations were longer in the
“eyes-closed” than “eyes-open” condition. There
was spreading phase-coupling in the AVH group,
intra- and inter-hemispherically, at left and right
frontal and temporal areas, under both eyes-
closed and eyes-open condition, during the expe-
rience of AVH. There was a statistically signifi-

cant increase of �-band frequency-specific
synchrony maximum values in the AVH group.
AVHs are considered to be complex features, and,
as such, they reflect abnormal functional connec-
tivity in multiple related regions in both intra-
and inter-hemispherical brain sites, primarily
defined by phase-integration.

(The Journal of Neuropsychiatry and Clinical
Neurosciences 2011; 23:287–293)

Auditory verbal hallucinations (AVHs), the percep-
tion of voices in the absence of auditory stimuli,

are common and distressing symptoms reported by
50%–80% of patients with schizophrenia.1 However,
the results in a number of imaging and electrophysio-
logical studies on the origins of AVH, are not consis-
tent, and the underlying pathophysiology still remains
unclear. Neuroimaging studies have associated occur-
rences of AVHs with activation of diverse brain regions
involved in speech generation, speech perception, and
verbal memory.2–7 Many of these studies have found
prominent activation during AVHs in the right as well
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as left hemisphere,4,5 with considerable intersubject
variation in the cortical areas involved.6

A “symptom-capture” approach attempts to explain
AVHs by imaging the dynamic changes of brain func-
tioning in terms of EEG activity, blood flow, and me-
tabolism, targeting the “envelope of the symptom,” us-
ing EEG, functional MRI (fMRI), or positron emission
tomography (PET), in periods associated with the ap-
pearance of auditory hallucinations. This approach was
first introduced in 19952 as a method for capturing hal-
lucinations during [15]O PET scanning. Although this
approach is conceptually simple, a number of con-
founding factors related to the ability of the patient to
precisely report the initiation and completion of the
hallucinatory experience affect the temporal location
of the hallucination. Nevertheless, a number of investi-
gators have used this approach successfully, reporting
that auditory hallucinations are associated with activa-
tion of speech-production areas, primary and second-
ary auditory cortices, and various polymodal associa-
tion cortices.3,5 From an electrophysiological point of
view, limited research data have given support to the
central auditory-processing deficit model. These studies
showed that AVHs are associated with increased beta-
frequency oscillations generated in speech-related ar-
eas.8 Moreover, increased �-band relative coherence be-
tween the left and right superior temporal cortices has
been reported during AVHs.9

The aim of the present study was to detect possible
changes of EEG properties temporally anchored in the
vicinity of the hallucinatory experience in schizo-
phrenic patients with persistent AVHs. Thus, we exclu-
sively focused on the brain functioning associated with
the experience of AVHs and did not extend the focus to
a description of global or state EEG characteristics re-
lated to schizophrenia in general. Under this experi-
mental design, the EEG phase-stability of selected brain
sites was considered as an expression of the functional
coupling and was assessed in the presence of AVHs.
Two different computations of phase synchrony were
applied in our EEG recordings: 1) the band-specific syn-
chrony (BSS), which expresses the spatial-temporal av-
erage of the instantaneous neuronal coupling; and 2)
the frequency-specific synchrony (FSS), which focuses
on the temporal mode of the synchrony associated with
the experience of AVHs, as reported by the patients.

The study compared two patient groups suffering
from schizophrenia: 1) patients with auditory verbal
hallucinations; and 2) patients without hallucinations;

with a third group of normal subjects. The authors ex-
amined BSS and FSS in the broad frequency region of �

EEG band (6–13 Hz).

METHOD

A group of 17 schizophrenia patients and 16 normal-
control subjects participated in the study. After a de-
tailed description of the experimental protocol, all sub-
jects gave written informed consent, and we obtained
University Mental Health Research Institute Ethics
Committee approval. The inclusion criteria were the
following: 1) age between 18 and 45 years; 2) right-
handed; 3) no alcohol and drug abuse in the last 5 years;
4) no neurological illness or head trauma that would
result in an abnormal EEG; 5) no antiepileptic drugs;
and 6) no alcohol use in the last 24 hours. Normal-
controls had no Axis I psychiatric disorder. Two pa-
tients’ data were excluded from the analysis because of
artifacts related to limited cooperation during the ex-
perimental procedure. All patients were recruited from
Eginition University Hospital and fulfilled the criteria
for schizophrenia according to the Diagnostic and Sta-
tistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th Edition–Text
Revision (DSM-IV–TR; 2000). The Positive and Nega-
tive Symptoms Scale (PANSS) was used for assessment
of symptoms. The detailed characteristics of the hallu-
cinations were assessed with the Psychotic Symptom
Rating Scales–Auditory Hallucinations Rating Scale
(PSYRATS–AHRS).10 All clinical data were collected 1
day before the EEG recording.

Two groups of patients participated in the study;
first: the SCZ-AVHs group consisted of 8 patients with
drug-resistant spontaneous AVHs (4 men, 4 women;
mean age: 36 (SD: 7) years; duration of illness: 15.5 (SD:
6) years; mean PANSS score: 70 (SD: 6); 6 of these
patients were medicated with risperidone (mean dose: 7
mg/day) and 2 with amisulpride (mean dose: 800 mg/
day); and second: the SCZ group, consisting of 7 pa-
tients who, at the time of enrollment, did not exhibit
AVHs, as a result of effective antipsychotic drug treat-
ment, (3 men, 4 women, mean age: 30 (SD: 9); duration
of illness: 13 (SD: 8) years; mean PANSS score: 68 (SD:
8). Four of these patients were medicated with risperidone
(mean dose: 7 mg/day), two with amisulpride (mean
dose: 600 mg/day), and one with aripiprazole (dose: 25
mg/day). All participants were selected from a larger
sample of subjects suffering from schizophrenia, but
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who had the ability to cooperate in the experimental
procedure. The Control (NOR) group consisted of 16
subjects (8 men, 8 women); mean age: 31 (SD: 6)
years.

Subjects were seated in a light- and sound-attenu-
ated, double-skin Faraday cage. Electrodes (Fp1, Fp2,
F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, FT7, FC3, FCz, FC4, FT8, T7, C3, Cz,
C4, T8, TP7, CP3, CPz, CP4, TP8, P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8, O1,
Oz, O2) were placed on the scalp, using a standard cap.
Recordings of the horizontal-plane eye-movement po-
tentials were made by two electrodes fixed 1 cm bilat-
eral to the outer canthus of each eye. The skin resistance
of each electrode was kept at �5 k� for the entire
session. The participants were instructed to report any
experience of auditory hallucination. This was achieved
by pressing a miniature optical switch with the middle
finger of their dominant hand to indicate the onset and
the duration of any experienced AVH. In order to val-
idate our findings, the data obtained from the SCZ-
AVHs group were compared with those obtained by
the NOR and SCZ, where the participants were in-
structed to press the button in a voluntary basis, with-
out any previous prompt. The above procedure was
applied both during eyes-open (E-OP) and eyes-closed
(E-CL) conditions. The EEG signals were acquired by a
Synamps (Neuroscan Labs) amplifier module sampled
at 500 Hz. The phase stability of selected sites was
computed by the following equation:

Ca,b� f,t� � �
1
w �

t�w/2

t�w/2

exp� j��a� f,t� � �b� f,t���d�� (1)

where C expresses the temporal coupling of two prese-
lected brain sites, � and b as a function of frequency f

and time t; w is the duration of the time window, varied
from 50 to 200 msec; and � is the phase of the convolved
signal with the wavelet. In practice, the above formula
was computed in a number of overlapped phase seg-
ments corresponded to a period of 1.5 sec preceding the
end of the mark that denotes the end of the hallucina-
tion constituting, in this way, the parameter FSS. In
order to evaluate the statistical significance of our find-
ings against the background phase-difference fluctua-
tions, FSS values obtained from original EEG signals
were compared with those obtained from surrogate da-
ta-sets. The results gave the amount of coupling as a
function of time, with value of 1 indicating the higher
and 0 the lower coupling. This analytical technique is
sensitive in the detection of frequency-related changes
of the phase-synchrony and is accurate enough to study
phasic-synchronous activity in single trials.11 Also, in
order to investigate the spatial characteristics of �-band
synchrony in association with auditory-hallucination
states, a coupling index12 was computed across the ref-
erence and the remaining electrodes. The spatial-tem-
poral average of this index constitutes the band-specific
synchrony illustrated in Figure 1.

RESULTS

A total number of 472 hallucinations were reported by
the SCZ-AVHs patients during the recording proce-
dure. The mean duration of hallucinatory experience
was 8.1 (SD: 9) sec under the E-CL and 5.3 (SD: 6.5) sec
under the E-OP experimental condition. The rate of
acousmata (hallucinations/min) under the E-CL condi-
tion (mean: 6.62 (SD: 1.9) was found to be significantly

FIGURE 1. Temporally-Averaged Phase-Synchrony Maps Formed From Three Different Subject Groups: Schizophrenic Subjects With
Persistent Auditory Hallucinations (SCZ-AVH), Healthy Subjects (NOR), and Schizophrenic Subjects Without
Hallucinations (SCZ), Under Eyes-Closed (E-CL) and Eyes-Open (E-OP) Conditions

Black circles denote the reference electrode for the specific map. The color reflects the average strength of phase coupling.
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higher than the rate of acousmata in the E-OP condition
(mean: 4.1 [SD: 2]); ANOVA (F[1,14]�4.73; p�0.05).
Time-averaged BSS computed from EEG activity in
SCZ-AVHs, SCZ, and NOR subjects (mapped in Figure
1) specifically showed spreading phase-coupling in the
SCZ-AVHs group, intra- and inter-hemispherically, at
left and right frontal and temporal areas under both
eyes-closed and eyes-open condition, with this finding
more pronounced under the eyes-closed condition. The
BSS distribution of the NOR as well as the SCZ group,
under the same experimental condition, did not show
persistent synchrony. In this manner, BSS results
showed the general tendency to brain coupling during
periods with sustained AVHs, independently of the
moment that the hallucinatory events occurred.

Following the “symptom-capture” approach, we at-
tempted to relate AVH experiences with synchrony
fluctuations before and after the end of the AVH w1
and w2 windows respectively (see Figure 2 [a]). As
shown in Figure 2 [a], the synchrony traces converged
during the AVH, while they diffused after the end of
the experience (blue vertical bar). The encircled cluster
of traces includes the synchrony of the anterior part of
the brain of both hemispheres with respect to the T7
electrode. The distribution of synchrony values regard-
ing the w1 and w2 time windows was used as a mea-
sure to characterize the dynamic mode of coupling ob-
served in the frontal brain areas during an AVH event.
The observed shift of synchrony distribution to higher
values before and lower values after the end of an AVH,
was a common finding in the majority of the cases
examined (Figure 2 [b], [c]). In the above-illustrated
case, the underlying oscillatory activity recorded at T7
and T8 showed increased amplitude, accompanied with
high synchrony envelopes, before the specific AVH,
indicating strong inter-hemispheric coupling (Figure 2
[d]–[f]).

The authors subjected to statistical analysis 40 syn-
chrony cases obtained from SCZ-AVHs in whom the
inter-hallucination interval was greater than 8 sec, with
40 cases (“dummy” pressings) of SCZ and NOR groups.
In the SCZ-AVHs group, the maximum synchrony val-
ues were estimated within a 1.5-sec window before the
end of the hallucinations as these were denoted by the
subjects. In the same way, the maximum synchrony
values of the SCZ and NOR groups were estimated
with respect to the timing of dummy pressings. Maxi-
mum synchrony values of the SCZ-AVHs group (mean:
0.63; SD: 0.7) were found to be significantly greater than

those of the NOR (mean: 0.29; SD: 0.19) as well as the
SCZ group (mean: 0.26; SD: 0.25; ANOVA
(F[1,78]�69.23; p�0.001; and F[1,78]�56.55; p�0.001),
respectively. No differences were found between the
SCZ and NOR groups ANOVA (F[1,78]�0.43; NS).

Likewise, significantly longer latency values between
the button-release and the maximum synchrony were
found between the SCZ-AVHs group (mean latency:
760 [SD: 293] msec) and the NOR (mean latency: 450
[SD: 411] msec) as well as the SCZ (mean latency: 453
[SD: 358] msec) group; (ANOVA: F[1,78]�7.95; p�0.01)
and (F[1,78]�142.72; p�0.01), respectively. No differ-
ences were found between the SCZ and NOR groups
(F[1, 78]�0.014; NS). The above findings indicate that
concentration of synchrony peaks converged in a lim-
ited time-window before the end of the button-pressing
in the case of SCZ-AVH group. In the SCZ and NOR
groups, the absolute values of the observed synchrony
peaks, as well as the latencies, were widely distributed,
suggesting that these peaks were not causally related.

DISCUSSION

Spontaneous EEG oscillations at various frequencies ex-
hibit transient phase-concordance, which systematically
relates to behavioral and or experimental conditions.
These EEG oscillations seem to play an important role
in the spatial characteristics of the neuronal assemblies
involved in specific processes,13 and their extent pro-
vides information regarding the neuro-cognitive pro-
cesses involved in specific psychiatric symptoms such
as AVHs.

The evidence that �-band activity is the most pro-
nounced EEG oscillation between the temporal regions
bilaterally,14 along with our finding in which a signifi-
cant increase in the frequency of AVHs has been ob-
served during the eyes-closed, versus the eyes-open,
condition raised the question of possible involvement
of � oscillations in the inception of a neurocognitive
state in which the production of AVHs can be experi-
enced by the subject. This led us to focus on analysis of
the phasic characteristics of a broad � EEG frequency
region in the auditory-related cortices of hallucinatory
patients. In this line of evidence, our results further
contribute to the understanding the specific role of �

oscillations recently reported in 2001 and 2007, respec-
tively.15,16 In the present study, we found 1) An in-
creased rate of AVHs experienced by the SCH-AVH
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subjects during the E-CL, as compared with the E-OP
experimental condition; 2). An increased phase-cou-
pling of �-band (BSS analysis) in the SCZ-AVH group
distributed intra- and inter-hemispherically in the ante-
rior brain areas under both E-CL and E-OP conditions;

3) This was more profound under the E-CL condition;
4) A statistically significant increase of �-band FSS max-
imum synchrony values in the SCZ-AVHs group, as
compared with the NOR and the SCZ groups at the
T7–T8 electrode pair inter-hemispherically.

FIGURE 2. Relationship of Auditory Verbal Hallucination (AVH) Experiences With Synchrony Fluctuations Before and After the End
of the AVH

[a] �-band synchrony (BSS) of a 4-sec EEG epoch. Each line of the graph represents the computed synchrony of one recorded site in
respect to T7 electrode. The circled lines correspond to the anterior part of the brain of both hemispheres (FT7, F7, Fp1, C3, FC3, F3, Cz,
FCz, Fz, T8, FT8, F8, Fp2, C4, FC4, F4). Vertical blue line indicates the end of an AVH experience. [b] and [c] the distribution of synchrony,
expressed as counts per synchrony bin, observed in two 1.5-sec windows before and after the AVH notification, w1 and w2, respectively. [d]
and [e] energy envelopes of the oscillation recorded at T7 and T8 electrode sites. [f] coupling vs. time in the frequency bin (9.1 Hz) where
synchrony exhibits the maximum. Blue line shows the instantaneous FSS. Red line shows the comparison of the instantaneous FSS with the
distribution of the surrogate data-set. Plots [a] to [f] refer to the same 4-sec. EEG segment.
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These synchrony values were observed in a time-
window related to the report of the hallucinatory expe-
rience. In the same way, significant difference in latency
was found between the SCZ-AVHs group and the SCZ/
NOR groups between the AVH report and the peak of
synchrony observed. These results support the assump-
tion of an � oscillation involvement, by means of phase-
coupling, in the processes underlying the production of
AVHs. In �-band amplitude studies, � oscillations have
been thought to reflect idling17 or active inhibition of
task-irrelevant brain circuits.18,19 However, recent data
on � amplitude and, in particular, � phase-dynamics,
posit a direct and active role for �-band rhythmicity in
the mechanisms of attention and consciousness. This
view is supported by the positive correlation of the �

amplitude with short-term memory and working-mem-
ory load18,19 and task difficulty.20 Furthermore, � oscil-
lations can phase-lock between widely-separated corti-
cal regions21,22 and, thus, form functional large-scale
networks.23

Enhanced �-band synchrony in the fronto-parietal
network is associated with the execution of cognitive
tasks.22 However, in studies reporting strengthened
�-phase synchrony, some show a simultaneous ampli-
tude increase,24 whereas others show an associated am-
plitude suppression.22,25 In our study, high-amplitude �

oscillations were associated with long-distance phase-
coupling in time-windows closely related to the
hallucinatory experiences in the symptom-capture par-
adigm. Our results illustrate increased intra- and inter-
hemispheric temporal coupling during persistent hallu-

cinatory states. This finding is in agreement with
observations made in 2005 in an EEG coherence study,9

where an abnormal increase of the inter-hemispheric
functional connections between the auditory cortices
was observed during the experience of AVHs.

During phase computations, the contribution of a
volume-conduction component should be carefully
considered, particularly between the proximal electrode
sites. In this study, the long-distance synchronization
found excludes, by definition, the influence of this fac-
tor. Moreover, in the FSS analysis, the synchrony peaks
found were temporally engaged with the marked
AVHs, a fact that reduces the effect of phase leak due to
the volume conductance. Another issue that should be
considered in our methodology is the confounding fac-
tors related to the ability of the patient to precisely
report the initiation and completion of the hallucinatory
experience. However, in order to limit subjectivity er-
rors, the authors carefully selected patients with insight,
high level of education, and good social functioning, to
improve the cooperation during the experimental pro-
cedure. Auditory verbal hallucinations are considered
to be complex features, and, as such, they reflect abnor-
mal functional connectivity in multiple related regions
in both intra- and inter-hemispherical sites. Since brain
functional connectivity is defined primarily by phase-
integration; our findings indicate that acousmata are
related to abnormal neuronal synchrony that implies
erroneous and, in a sense, autonomous functional
connectivity.
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